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Enforcer: Police Crime Action is a new action game where the story is told through a police officer's
eyes. He investigates an interesting case that leads him into a mystery filled with action and
suspense. He is a rookie cop sent to a rough neighborhood to help the precinct in its crackdown on
crime. Unfortunately he is thrown into an impossible situation when a mysterious woman breaks into
his car, blows his head off and then leaves him there. By some grace of the Gods he survives but he
has no memory of what happened. He is stuck in his own personal hell which he must escape in
order to be able to go back to work. No matter what the circumstances may be, the hero must solve
the case and apprehend the criminal, and restore order. Enforcer: Police Crime Action features a
world where the only strategy is to think, to be tough and have sufficient equipment to get things
done. The game offers fifteen missions and ninety levels of pure and exciting action gameplay. While
playing, the player may get help from the three groups: the traffic cops, the mafia, and the police. In
addition, there are also bosses to fight. Key Features: • The game plays exactly like a Hollywood
action movie. The player must follow the story line at all times and use the available tools to get
things done • The game features lots of action packed car chases, gunfights and plenty of tricky
puzzles • The game has a number of epic boss battles to overcome • The game offers fifteen
missions and more than ninety levels • The game plays on easy, medium and hard settings, allowing
players with all types of experience to pick a difficulty level • The game offers five difficulty settings
and four types of gameplay settings • The game features achievements for each level, each mission,
and the game completion Instructions: Please read before playing the game. All In-Game instructions
are available in the Help menu. When in doubt press the Help key on your keyboard. To submit a
product review, please write your experience and thoughts about the game after you’ve completed
it. Your review will represent an unbiased opinion of the product as a whole and will be published
after it is submitted. Your review will be published within one business day. Questions? Please use
the Contact Form instead, we answer them as soon as we can.Q: reading a chat in python I'm trying
to read a chat in Python, I have got an example code

Features Key:
Configurable as many levels as you want!
Many different game modes including rescue, control and chase!
Multiplayer possibilities with P2P and opencl network cards
Many different backdrops ranging from deserts to snow to icy mountains!
Upgradeable with posh new stuff like bridges,hacks, great equipment, bonuses,etc!
Improved graphics and handling
Presentation material included (small pdf document)
Animations including depth fog
Music included
GUI and rendering engine designed after xna for a faster start and better result than your average
game.
Contains example source and lots of documentation
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This project is released under the terms of the LGPL v3 license. All source code files are distributed freely as
is and may be used and modified by anyone, but not sold or distributed commercially without my express
permission. Any commercial product assembled from this is a free for all to distribute as is. You may build
your own version of the shared source files and include them in your own project.
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